ICOMOS TWENTIETH CENTURY HERITAGE
INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE MEETING
MONDAY 13 JUNE 2011, 9 AM - 1 PM
ESCUELA TÉCNICA SUPERIOR DE ARQUITECTURA DE MADRID
MADRID, SPAIN
DRAFT MINUTES
1.0

WELCOME

1.1
The President, Sheridan Burke (Australia), welcomed attendees to the meeting.
Sheridan welcomed participants and thanked Fernando Espinosa de los Monteros, Vice
President of the ISC20CH and organizer of the CAH 20thC International Conference,
Intervention Approaches for the 20th Century Architecture who facilitated venues for the
ISC20CH meeting at the Escuela Tecnica Superior de Arquitectura de Madrid, our host
during the meeting.
1.2
During the meeting members of the Scientific Committee of the conference
welcomed ISC20CH Bureau and congratulated the participants on such a successful
collaboration. Approximately 400 conference participants are expected.
2.0

ATTENDANCE

2.1
ICOMOS ISC20CH bureau included: President Sheridan Burke (Australia);
Vice-Presidents: Gunny Harboe (USA); Fernando Espinosa de los Monteros (Spain);
Enrique Xavier de Anda Alanis (Mexico); Laura Robinson (South Africa); Secretary
General Kyle Normandin (USA).
Members included: Gustavo Araoz (ICOMOS President); Dinu Bumbaru (Canada);
Natalia Dushkina (Russia); Pamela Jerome (ICOMOS Scientific Council); Jorg Haspel
(Germany); Enrique Madia (Argentina); Robert Moore (Australia); Luiz Fernando Rhoden
(Brazil); Eduardo Luis Rodriguez (Cuba); Riitta Salastie (Finland); Christiane Schmuckle
-Mollard (France); Vladimir Slapeta (Czech Republic); Stuart Tappin (UK/TICCH);
Sandra Uskokovic (Croatia); Yamana Yoshiyuki (Japan); Britt Wisth (Sweden);
Partner organisation representatives: Ivan Blasi (DOCOMOMO); Louise Cox (UIA);
Apologies Received: Bernard Furrer (Switzerland) resignation; Ana Tostoes
(Docomomo International); Helen Lardner (TICCIH); Emmeline Henderson (Ireland);
Susan Macdonald (USA)
Brief introductions followed for all present, and short presentations from Louise Cox UIA,
Ivan Blasi for Ana Tostoes (Docomomo).
President Gustavo Araoz congratulated ISC20CH on its high level of activity and
engagement and its support for ICOMOS programmes and collaborations as well as its
initiation of a range of new projects.
3.0

DUBLIN MEETING MINUTES October 2010

Minutes were confirmed GN FM
The Dublin meeting minutes are posted on the ISC20CH website, and the member talks
from the highly successful evening session can be posted as soon as these are
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forwarded to KN. Action: speakers please forward Dublin evening talks to KN for website
posting
4.0

Presidents Report

Sheridan Burke (SB) provided short report outlining activity of the ISC20CH OctoberJune and concluded with a brief review of the committee member action assignments:
4.1
ICOMOS partnership with ICOM: PJ reported that she has suggested the Paris
Secretariat prepare an update report on the partnership between ICOMOS and ICOM
including some of the similar initiatives which may be part of both committees. PJ hopes
to have this prepared by the next GA meeting in Paris in December. SB noted that
ISC20CH has a member ready to join the contemporary Art committee of ICOM (SU)
4.2
ICOMOS Annual Report 2010/11: SB submitted the ISC20CH Annual Report
2010/ 2011 to the ICOMOS Secretariat in Paris (See attached report).
4.3
Dublin Scientific Council Meeting: PJ reported that the ICOMOS Scientific
Council met in October 2010 in Dublin, indicating that all meeting minutes and reports
have been distributed and posted to the ICOMOS website for review by ICOMOS
members. Annual reports of ISCs and NCs are also posted. PJ mentioned that the
suggested themes for the next triennium include: metropolis (DB), the new heritage
paradigm (GA/SB), industrial heritage (joint ICOMOS /TICCIH principles). PJ indicated
that the SC wishes to have ISCs work in partnerships eg ISCARSH/shared
heritage/theory + ISC20CH?
4.4
ISC20CH Toolkit: Following presentation and discussion of this initiative by SB
at the SC meeting in Dublin, the members resource list will become a tab on the
ISC20CH website Members are encouraged to identify up to ten reference documents
that we use in our daily practice, via hotlinks or PDFs, which may be useful for wider
application. SB requested that each member browse each of their own reference
libraries and forward to KN as their personal toolkit entries for the toolkit tab of ISC20CH
website. An invitation and example sheet will be circulated inviting contributions so that
each member will have a chance to respond with their suggestions in the near future.
Moderation will be via self selection recommendation.
LC supports the idea of the Toolkit in that there is often reference materials that each
one of us uses on a daily basis, we will not need to re-invent the wheel. LC willing to
circulate this initiative to UIA.
DB recommended that we should interact with the ICOMOS Documentation Centre in
trying to expand/co-ordinate our resources with the Centre.
SU also indicated that the bibliographic references from the MAP20 project may be able
to be used for the Toolkit initiative. It was noted that there may be resources available
from a number of countries that participated in the MAP20 project. Perhaps, there could
be links setup from the Toolkit to the MAP20 project.
SB invited Toolkit co-ordinators for English, Spanish and French entries.
Action: Enrique Madia kindly offered to undertake Toolkit initiative implementation role
for Spanish and Sandra Uskokovic for English- we need a rep for French speakers too.
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4.5

Membership Development Action

Asia: SB reported on opportunities in Asia via mAAN (modern Asian Architecture
Network) conference and network, and Yamana Yoshiyuki (YY) indicated that until the
post-tsunami effects were reduced, the situation in Japan had more urgent issues to
contend with.
Latin America: EA advised meeting soon in Brasil, he and EM keen to maximize activity
Europe: JH and FEM to work together with CSM, given BFs resignation .Possible
regional meeting before Paris
NAmerica: GH and KN to check on interest of many silent USA members
Africa/Arab World: LR and CSM to initiate contact
SB mentioned need to positively engage with potential younger members to secure
succession for the committee‟s longevity. She welcomed involvement with ETSAM
faculty and students as an exemplar of how we can involve younger potential members,
especially via conference participation.
5.0

Secretary General’s Report:

5.1
Membership Policy: KN circulated the current membership policy approved in
Dublin which clearly lists each membership category in our statutes and the process of
managing membership. A copy is now posted on the website and can be accessed
under the current membership tab. KN reminded us of the need to provide
documentation for each member who is to be considered for expert membership into the
ISC20CH and that new membership is encouraged, especially for younger members
which includes all of us targeting early career professionals.
5.2
Current Membership List and Database: are being updated to accord with the
various categories of our statutes by KN and RS. SB will initiate another membership
invitation to all ISCs and NCs as soon as possible. All ISC20CH members are also
encouraged to join up colleagues and suitable younger researchers and practitioners to
expand the ISC20CH network. We would especially like to improve regional
representation in Africa, Arab world and Asia. Action CSM, LR and SB
5.3
In summary, the current breakdown as per the 2010 Annual Report for the
ISC20CH membership list is: 26 National Committee designated Voting Members; 26
Expert Members; 25 Associate Members; 6 Institutional Members; nil Honorary
Members. The categories for membership are in our ISC20CH statutes.
KN indicated that RS will be working with him to confirm all of the file information for
National Committee Designated Voting members to ensure that all of the information is
current including required CVs and letters of recommendation from ICOMOS National
Committees, data which we need prior to election organisation.
Enrique Maida noted that he is still listed as on the USA committee, the list does not
reflect recent changes, as he is the voting member of Argentina. KN indicated that all
membership details will be reviewed and updated before the meeting in Paris 2011.
KN noted that the Expert member category is separate from the national committee
designated voting members as per the statutes, which are common amongst all ISCs.
ICOMOS national committee designated voting members are also Expert members. KN
clarified that there is only one designated national voting member per National
Committee (as per SC decisions in Edinburgh that apply to all ISCs).
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CSM indicated that the French National Committee believes that Expert members are
appointed from the National Committee and may be following a different interpretation
from the ISC20CH statutes on membership. PJ indicated that the Scientific Council had
determined that any number of Expert Members can be appointed by National
Committee, but only one voting member can be designated by each National
Committee, to avoid overwhelming any one committee with certain nationalities.
There was a general discussion about allowing public access to details of ISC20CH
membership, SB noting that some ISCs have membership lists and contact details on
their websites. Some members indicated that they were uncomfortable with this
exposure of private contact data.
Action: SB/RS/KN will update and check all data, and KN will write to all members
seeking their approval for personal contact data to be listed on the website.
5.5
Website Development: KN reported that meeting minutes from the Dublin 2010
meeting have been posted on the website, including notes and related documents. In
addition, information and web links to the current CAH 20th Century Madrid Conference
2011, Scientific Council Meeting and Conference Dublin 2010, and the ICOMOS
Australia conference 2009 are posted. The website will soon be setup with a tab and link
to the ICOMOS General Assembly Meeting
5.6 Social Media Development: KN is proceeding with design and linking of a
Facebook page for the ISC20CH which can be used to post links to Heritage Alert
actions, links to articles, photos and indeed information sent anyone interested in the
work of this committee. There is potential for additional joint group meeting
collaborations, weblinks and information postings which can be linked (for example, the
ISCARSAH committee already has an active Facebook information page). Once the
Facebook page is functioning, an email will be sent to all interested parties and
members regarding the launching of the new page.
Action: Christine Madrid French (USA) has volunteered to help KN with the moderation
for the Facebook page once it has been launched.
5.7 Elections: ISC20CH elections will be held before the end of October, ICLAFI will
organise this for ISC20CH. A timeline for election process will be advertised and
nominations called in September. All members are warmly encouraged to consider
standing for election to the Bureau and in participating in the wide range of activities of
the ISC20CH, recalling that being active is a requirement of committee membership in
our statutes.
PJ noted that ICLAFI will monitor the process, and that the Secretariat will to carry out
the counting of the ballot to ensure impartiality. The process will be carried out
electronically by email with all ISC20CH National Committee Designated Voting
Members. KN again noted that he will need to confirm the current list of National Voting
members before the election process commences, hopefully by mid-September 2011.
Action: Pamela Jerome (PJ) will contact the ICOMOS Secretariat to appoint an
ISC20CH proxy for counting election ballots to be carried out in mid-September 2011.
KN to confirm the NC Designated voting members
6.0
Treasurer’s Report: Laura Robinson (LR) noted we have a modest bank
account held by the International Secretariat in France. There is essentially not much to
report since there has not been any particular income over the recent past. SB indicated
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that there would be additional modest, income from further WMF desktop reviews in
2011.
Opportunities for institutional engagement raised by BF? NFA advised.
7.0

Project Reports

7.1 Heritage Alerts: SB indicated that the amendment of ISC20CHs Heritage Alerts
system for all ICOMOS committees to use has now been completed, and the process
will also be used for developing the resolutions for the GA.
Gunny Harboe (GH) reported that despite a number of enquiries, no further Heritage
Alerts have proceeded. Often the cases come to our notice too late despite the fact that
the details and forms are all currently posted on the ISC20CH website. . GH reported
that local advocacy issues need to be well understood, timing is obviously critical as is
involving the right people. The slowness or inability of national ICOMOS Committees to
respond was an ongoing issue.
BW indicated that not all of the possible Heritage Alerts are listed on the website - is
there a way to post them ? SB suggested that we could post a Heritage Alert as „ under
investigation or in progress‟.
EM mentioned that there may not be time to complete the HAforms if demolition was
imminent, eg the Bacardi Building in Miami. EM also confirmed that the formal method
of seeking NC agreement was problematic when the NC meets every two months and
that this may take too long to acquire endorsement and approval for moving forward with
a Heritage Alert. GA and PJ indicated that it is very important to get beyond the local
politics of raising a Heritage Alert. Both Gustavo and Pamela recommended that if no
response was made by a National Committee to a Heritage Alert, it may be necessary to
take it to the next level in order to raise awareness- i.e. direct to the ICOMOS Executive
Committee.
Current HA investigations
Finsbury Health Centre, London: SB awaiting input from UK ICOMOS
Groendaal grandstand, Belgium: GH to check emails
YY raised Kamakura Art Museum, Tokyo: SB and LC sent letter to Japan ICOMOS re
threats to site form end of temple lease
N Dushkina raised Children’s World, Moscow: SB and LC sent letter to Mayor of
Moscow re unsympathetic proposal for alterations
Action: KN/GY consider adding a “HA in progress” section. GH to amend process for
Exec Cttee decision if NC not responding
7.2
World Monuments Fund (WMF) Desktop Reviews Watch List 2011 - KN
reported over the past two months, 18 desktop reviews of 20th Century nomination sites
to the WMF Watch List 2011 has been undertaken by various ISC20CH members. KN
and SB extended a warm thank you to all of the volunteers who participated in the
desktop review process and for donating their time and resources to this effort. It was
agreed by a majority of the reviewers that the honaria for each site review would be
donated to the ISC20CH committee.
7.3 MAP20 Project: SU reported that the Montreal Action Plan (MAP20) was initiated
at a specialist meeting in Montreal in September 2001, convened by Dinu Bumbaru with
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the support of Heritage Montreal and the Canadian Centre for Architecture. A short
survey was initiated, which eventually grew by 2004 to include 50 countries worldwide
with a bias to mainly European and North American buildings and sites.
SU recalled that at the Dublin meeting, she undertook to examine how we could post this
work on the ISC20CH website. She indicated there are some significant issues related
to obtaining copyrights in order to publish materials on the website. SB indicated that it
may be a good idea to provide at least a summary document which describes the
project. GH agreed that we should take the information that we have and disseminate
the information in a way that sets examples. This project could be used as a good tool
together with providing a foundation of examples to support the Heritage Alerts program.
DB indicated that he may find support in Canada for an ongoing discussion/possible
meeting
Action SU/DB to prepare a short MAP20 summary for the website and prepare letters to
NCs re update/publication of MAP20 outcomes
7.4
Heritage @ Risk: The recent ICOMOS publication was circulated by SB who
thanked Bernhard Furrer for preparing the ISC20CH contribution on Tel Aviv.
7.5
Space Initiative: LR reported on her watching brief with the Interpretation
Committee regarding the nomination of space exploration related sites.
7.6
The Madrid Document: FEM indicated that a separate session has been
organized in the afternoon to work on the Madrid Document, which has had extensive
input from the Bureau and the working group.SB noted the recent ICOMOS document
on doctrinal texts criteria by Benedicte Selfslagh circulated at Dublin AC, and noted that
the Madrid document would be useful input to the broader C20 Conservation Guidelines
development that ISC20CH has initiated.
7.8 Work Plan for 2011-2013 Triennium: SB congratulated members on the great
results from our first triennial work programme. Our successes have been directly
related to individuals time availability and enthusiasms, but that now was the time to
determine what issues we should carry on with, and what new projects we might
engage with. ISC20CH needs to provide outline of our 2011-2014 work programme to
SC early September. Ongoing projects would include
 World heritage advice SM/SB
 Heritage alerts GH/LR/BW
 Toolkit SB/EM/SU/French rep
 Guidelines document: FEM/
LR has reviewed the triennial work programme results and suggested that we could
focus more on further outreach including Asia, Africa and South America, and that we
need additional persons to assist us with this effort, hoping that we could have more
regional discussions on a regular basis. We need to improve communications further.
What better connections can we make with Universities? SB reiterated her preference
for linking all ISC20CH meetings with University opportunities, to engage with academic
research and involve younger associates.
SB also noted that two items on the original Quebec Work programme that had not been
carried out should be carefully considered for the next triennium: the support for archives
and archival research on the heritage of the twentieth century and the active protection
6

of significant places. Jorg Haspel (JH) has a proposal for a project to help nations
develop tentative lists, which could fit well with our thematic history framework project,
perhaps as a trial application? The outstanding fiche work of Docomomo was noted as a
potentially fine resource.
Action JH/SM/SB consider tentative list options for development by ISC20CH.
Action LR to identify possible individuals and avenues of engagement for new members
in Asia(with SB), Africa and South America(with CSM, EA and EM)
All members to provide LR with input for the next Triennium Work programme
It was all agreed that updating the MAP20 project is invaluable for moving forward with
providing support for the Heritage Alert program
Action SU and DB follow up MAP20 update and implementation
It was also agreed that a similarly widespread usefulness could come from the initiative
of the Toolkit as a practical good resource.
Action SB, SU and EM +French speaker rep to activate the toolkit in website.
7.9 World Heritage Activities
Thematic Framework Study Progress – Experts Meeting, May 2011 at the Getty
Conservation Institute, Los Angeles. SB reported on the highly successful meeting
organized by Susan Macdonald (SM) and the pre-circulated summary paper. This
Thematic Study is currently in progress, and will be a major contribution to the ISC20CH
World Heritage work. A more detailed report will be made available to ISC20CH before
the GA, together with recommendations for ongoing work.
Action SM/SB supplementary report on WH thematic framework and next actions
Le Corbusier nomination review. SB thanked members who provided comments on
the revised nomination dossier, which was requested in a very short time frame, and
without translation support. SB foreshadowed the need to discuss the methodological
issues of such serial/personal nominations further, perhaps as an agenda item in Paris.
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2012 Meeting

ISC20CH Meeting 2012, Helsinki, Finland, prior to Docomomo conference
Action: RS to liaise with ICOMOS Finland regarding a meeting in association with the
Docomomo meeting in August 2012.
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2013 Meeting

Invitations welcome. Possibly Latin America? Japan?
10

2014 Meeting: with next GA NB 40 Years of Venice Charter celebration?

11
Next ISC20CH Meeting: The next ISC20CH meeting will take place on Sunday,
27 November 2011 afternoon from 2:00 PM - 5:00 PM in Paris. This meeting will occur
prior to the commencement of the ICOMOS General Assembly Meeting 2011 in Paris.
Christiane Schmuckle Mollard is coordinating the time and location of the meeting for the
ISC20C committee. We greatly appreciate her efforts in coordinating this for the
ISC20CH. Please note that the location of the meeting is yet to be determined.
Notification of the exact location and time of meeting will be sent by email to all
committee members.
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We will also follow with a short panel discussion at the Academy of Architecture Place
de Vosges No. 9 starting at 6 PM. Members to present successful Heritage Alerts
Action CSM, KN will make arrangements for the Paris meeting 28 November

12.0 Thanks
SB thanked the Professor Juan Miguel Hernandez Leon and ETSAM for the strong
support for the work of the ISC20CH and expert conference organisation. She also
thanked FEM for his energy and patience in organising the conference over the past
year, and the contributions by FEM, Susan Macdonald, Gunny Harboe and Bernhard
Furrer for their work with the drafting of the Madrid Document, which has also involved
the Bureau extensively. KN thanked Lucia Espinosa de los Monteros and Clare Moore
for their assistance to the meeting logistics and translation.
13.0 A Pecha Kucha Presentation of projects by members, followed by Lunch.

ACTION ARISING FROM MADRID ISC20CH MEETING JUNE 2011
Dublin Talks: please provide copy of talks to KN for website upload
Toolkit: Enrique Maida kindly offered to undertake Toolkit initiative implementation role
for Spanish and Sandra Uskokovic for English with SB.
Membership Development Action
Asia: SB YY
Latin America: EA EM
Europe: JH FEM CSM, (given BFs resignation).
NAmerica: GH and KN
Africa/Arab World: LR and CSM
Membership database KN indicated that RS will be working with the Secretary to
confirm all of the file information for National Committee Designated Voting members to
insure that all of the information is current including required CVs and letters of
recommendation from ICOMOS National Committees.
KN will write to all members seeking their approval for contact details to be listed on the
website.
Facebook Christine Madrid French (USA) has volunteered to help KN with the
moderation for the Facebook page once it has been launched.
WH SM/SB supplementary report on WH thematic framework and next actions
Elections: Pamela Jerome (PJ) will contact the ICOMOS Secretariat to appoint an
ISC20CH proxy for counting election ballots to be carried out in mid-September 2011.
KN to confirm designated voting members
Heritage Alerts Y Yoshiyuki raised Kamakura Art Museum, Tokyo: SB and LC sent
letter to Japan ICOMOS re threats to site form end of temple lease
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N Dushkina raised Children’s World, Moscow: SB and LC sent letter to Mayor of
Moscow re unsympathetic proposal for alterations
KN/GH consider adding a “HA in progress” section to process and website . GH to
amend process for Executive Committee decision if NC not responding eg Finsbury
Centre London, Groendaal Stadium Belgium
MAP SU/DB to prepare a short MAP summary for the website and prepare letters to
NCs re update/publication of MAP outcomes
Madrid Document development and broadening: FEM to propose ongoing activity
after the conference
Protection SM/JH/SB considers tentative list options for development by ISC20CH.
Triennial Work Plan y: All members to provide LR with input for the next Triennium
Work programme
2012 meeting RS to liaise with ICOMOS Finland regarding a meeting in association with
the Docomomo meeting in August
2011 Meeting CSM, KN will make arrangements for the Paris meeting 28 November
2013 meeting hosting offers welcome
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2010 Annual Report of the ICOMOS International Scientific Committee on
20th Century Heritage [ISC20CH]
1

Data provided by the Committees not yet using the Gilles Nourissier database of Members
President:
Ms Sheridan Burke
Godden Mackay Logan
78 George Street
Redfern, Sydney,
AUSTRALIA
Ph +61 2 9319 4811
Fax +61 2 9319 4383
Email: sheridanb@gml.com.au
Contact and Secretariat:
Kyle Normandin
Secretary General ISC20CH
Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates Inc.
1350 Broadway, suite 910
New York, NY 10018
USA
Tel. +1-212-760-2540
Email: knormandin@wje.com
Number of members:
Voting Members: 26
Expert Members: 26
Associate Members: 25
Honorary Members: nil
Institutional Members: 6
Mailing list: 22
Number of new members in 2010:
This year we welcomed nine new members, from the following countries: Brazil, Ireland, Malta,
Philippines, Sweden and USA.
An invitation to new members was issued at the Dublin conference in October 2010 and
experienced individuals have also been directly invited to join ISC20CH.
Committee created in:
2005
Last revision of Statutes:
Date adoption of Statutes (and revision if any): 2005, revised 2008 and 2009
Date revision of Statutes in application of Eger/Xi‟an principles: September 2008 and October 2009
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Basic data to be provided by all the Committees
2-1
2-2
2-3

3

Website of the ISC20CH: http://www.icomos-ISC20CH.org
Committee’s representative(s) at the Advisory Committee meeting (Dublin, October 2010): Ms
Sheridan Burke, President, ISC20CH
Committee‟s representative(s) at other ICOMOS meetings in 2010:
Ms Sheridan Burke, President, ISC20CH

Statutory and Business Meetings
3-1
2010 meetings:
Tuesday, 26 October 2010 Dublin, Ireland
3-2
Date and place of last elections:
General Assembly Meeting 2008/ 10/ 01, in Quebec City, Canada
3-3
Officers elected:
President: Sheridan Burke (Australia) 2008-2011
Secretary General: Kyle Normandin (USA) 2008-2011
Vice Presidents:
Enrique de Anda Analis (Mexico) 2008-2011
Bernard Furrer (Switzerland) 2008-2011
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Gunny Harboe (USA) 2008-2011
Susan Macdonald (USA) 2008-2011

3-4
3-5

Fernando Espinosa de los Monteros (Spain) 2009-2011
Co-opted: Laura Robinson (South Africa) treasurer 2010-2011
Non-elected candidates:
N/A
Activity Summary
The 2010 ISC20CH annual meeting was held in conjunction with the ICOMOS Advisory Committee
and Scientific Council meetings and the Scientific Council Symposium, 26 October 2010 in Dublin,
Ireland. Members emailed a short report of their activities for 2010 for inclusion in the meeting
agenda and minutes.
ICOMOS Ireland in partnership with DOCOMOMO Ireland, the ISC20CH and Dublin City Council
delivered an evening of short (15min) presentations by hosts and ISC20CH members about current
Twentieth Century Heritage issues entitled Conserving the Recent Past. The event was sold out
and proved to be an energizing start for the ICOMOS meetings in Dublin.
ISC20CH managed six requests for heritage alerts in 2010, most did not proceed in the absence of
national ICOMOS committee support. The Asplund Library in Stockholm alert was successful in
halting the proposed redevelopment of the library precinct. The engagement of ICOMOS Sweden in
the strategic development and media approach was essential.
At the Dublin meeting of the Advisory Committee, ISC20CH president Sheridan Burke presented an
adaptation of the ISC20CH initiative “Heritage Alerts” as an opportunity other ISCs or National
Committees to adapt and use.
The ISC20CH has adopted a membership management policy. (on website)
The ISC20CH has revised and updated its website (populating it with papers, minutes and relevant
documents and resources.
The major projects for ISC20CH in 2010 have been the development of the historic themes
framework, the initiation of the Madrid interventions document and the concept development of
the toolkit idea.

4

Scientific Work Programme
4-1
Date adoption of the Scientific Work Programme:
The ISC20CH triennial action plan was adopted at the GA in Quebec, and has been actively
implemented by the members.
A major project for the committee is the development of an historic themes framework of the
twentieth century, which will assist in identification and management. VP Susan Macdonald has
secured assistance from the Getty Conservation Institute to hold an initial expert historians
workshop in Los Angeles in May 2011.

Uploading of MAP20 Project: a survey on 20th Century Heritage conservation and
practice undertaken in 2004 ISC20CH will confirm with US ICOMOS (funder) and NCs
that they are happy to have the material uploaded to ISC20CH website, so that it is
available for reference.

Russian Avant Garde publication: ISC20CH to support proposed Russian Avant Garde
publication with ICOMOS Russia.. ISC20CH also maintains its engagement with Melnikov
House conservation.
4-2.

Suggestions for new initiatives:
Development of “ Twentieth Century Heritage Conservation Toolkit” of best practice examples ,
guidelines, reports etc, identified by ISC20CH members on our website via uploads or hotlinks
.Proposed to Advisory Committee for ICOMOS generally, ISC20CH to take a lead by developing a
pilot program.
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Development of a statement/guidelines regarding architectural interventions on heritage of the
Twentieth century has begun, with a working group of members developing a draft document for
public debate in 2011.
The next ISC20CH meeting will be held in Madrid, Spain during June 2011, followed by the AGM with
the GA in November in Paris.
5

Seminars
ISC20CH members have been present at the following:

International experts seminar on the Integrity and Authenticity in Modern Movement
Architecture-Case Paimio Hospital. ISC20CH members Natalia Dushkina, Alfred Conti,
Sheridan Burke participated and provided articles for the publication

Japanese-German Colloquium on World Heritage for Tomorrow, jointly organised by JSPS
and BTU Cottbus (Leo Schmidt), February 2010; (Jörg Haspel )

Russian Expert Meeting "The architectural heritage of the 20th century" ,jointly organised by
the Petersburg Dialogue and the Ural State Academy of Architecture and Art (assisted by
and with contributions from representatives of ICOMOS Russia and ICOMOS Germany, of
DOCOMOMO Russia and DOCOMOMO Germany ( Natalia Dushkina and Jörg Haspel)
th

August 24-29, 2010: 11 International Docomomo Conference, Ciudad de Mexico, Mexico.
Member of the Scientific Committee and Chair of the session “The University and the City”.(
Susan Macdonald, Kyle Normandin, Gunny Harboe)

ICOMOS Theory Committee conference May 2010 Czech Republic: Tolerance for Change
(Sheridan Burke, Dinu Bumbaru)

Attitudes to Heritage Colloquim November 2010, Cottbus, Germany Keynote lecture
(Sheridan Burke, Jorg Haspel)
5-1

List of gatherings:
Committee meetings
Sydney July2009
Dublin October 2010
Public Events
ICOMOS Ireland in partnership with DOCOMOMO Ireland, the ISC20CH and the Dublin City Council
planned Conserving the Recent Past, an open to the public professional exchange together with the
following program member presentations:
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Sheridan Burke (Australia): Tolerance for Change-Conservation Planning at the Sydney
Opera House
Bernhard Furrer: (Switzerland): Monte Verita, Ascona
Gunny Harboe(USA): Restoring Mies : When Less Was Not Always Enough
Kyle Normandin (USA): Travertine Repairs at Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts
Shane O'Toole of DoCoMoMo Ireland: The Razing and Raising Again of Archer's Garage
Fernando Espinosa de los Monteros Rosillo (Spain): Expansion on 20th
Century Heritage: A Convenient Language
Riita Salastie (Finland): Integrity and Authenticy in Modern Movement Architecture,
Paimio Hospital, Finland

Heritage Alerts and Heritage@Risk
The ISC20CH Advocacy committee assessed six applications in 2010 for its Heritage Alerts Program.
The template developed by ISC20CH (now on website) has proved an effective way to gather and
confirm the information provided by applicants who want an ICOMOS Heritage Alert
Having piloted the concept for 12 months+, the ISC20CH adapted the concept for ICOMOS to offer a
general Heritage Alerts system to all national and scientific committees at the Advisory Committee
meeting in Dublin.
However, the practical communication and timing difficulties associated raise questions about how
effective the HA system can be if national responses are slow or otherwise involved in the specific
project relating to the HA?
VP Bernard Furrer prepared a section for input to the ICOMOS H@R report.
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World Heritage related activities
8-1
List of activities:
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WHWG: Christiane Schmukle Mollard participated in the December 2010 meeting of the
ICOMOS WHWG.
Paimio, Finland ISC20CH members participated in an international experts seminar
on the Integrity and Authenticity in Modern Movement Architecture-Case Paimio
Hospital. ISC20CH members also provided articles for the publication
Historic Themes Framework a small expert historians meeting will be organised in Los
Angeles next year to develop stage 1-a brief for a study of the historic themes of the
Twentieth Century. Sponsored by the Getty Conservation Institute ISC20CH has sought
funding through ICOMOS for the next stage of engaging an independent consultant to
develop stage 2 of this project, as a guide for listing and analysis
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Other Activities and Programs
The ISC20CH elections will be held electronically in mid 2011
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Publications
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Select papers from the Unloved Modern conference in Sydney in 2009 will be published
by Australia ICOMOS in its journal, Historic Environment. Others are on the conference
website
Papers from the Dublin Evening Conserving the Recent Past will be added to the
ISC20CH website
Papers from the Madrid conference 2011 will also be published
Papers from the Paimio experts workshop have been published

Current topics
Interventions in Twentieth Century Architecture. The ICOMOS International Scientific Committee
on Twentieth Century Heritage - ISC20CH, is planning to meet in Madrid on the Monday, June 13,
2011. in association with Cluster on Heritage of The International Excelente Campus Moncloa it will
convene an International Conference on June 14-16, 2011 to discuss the need for the development
of the “Intervention Principles for 20th Century Architectural Heritage”. The conclusions of the
meeting will be expressed in “The Document of Madrid”.
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Partners
ISC20CH has three active partners UIA, Docomomo and TICCIH. A formal agreement was entered
into with UIA and TICCIH on collaborating on issues of mutual interest in Twentieth Century Heritage
conservation, largely through the ongoing commitment of ISCC20 members Louise Cox, President
UIA and Helen Lardner, President of TICCIH.
The Istanbul principles were agreed by ICOMOS Europe with Docomomo in 2002 and their review
and updating has been requested by ISC20CH to the ICOMOS Secretary General as a component of
ICOMOS general partnership arrangements.
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Additional Topics
Translation: ISC20CH operates in English and relies upon our own members to translate our documents
into Spanish and French. This is a regrettable reflection of the financial position of the committee. The
Secretary General is seeking avenues to assist.

Photographs
See photos below with captions.
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ISC20CH Tour of Dublin led by Shane O’Toole of Docomomo Ireland on 27 October 2010.

ISC20CH Meeting, 26 October 2010 at the Wood Quay Venue in Dublin, Ireland.
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ISC20CH Meeting, 26 October 2010 at the Wood Quay Venue in Dublin, Ireland.
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